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Introduction 
This paper determines a class of highly regular 2-dimensional polyhedra: roughly 
those which are manifolds determined by a doubly transitive automorphism group. 
The definition is in the fifth paragraph. But first consider eleven familiar, or at least 
easily grasped, examples. Of the five Platonic solids, the regular tetrahedron has the 
group $4, doubly transitive on faces and vertices. The other four are not so highly 
symmetric, but they all have central symmetry and doubly cover four polyhedra 
homeomorphic with the real projective plane which have more transitive automor- 
phism groups. The spherical icosahedron doubly covers a projective decahedron 
whose automorphism group, A 5, is doubly transitive on vertices. Dually, the 
spherical dodecahedron covers a hexahedron with automorphisms doubly transitive 
on faces. 
'Doubly transitive on vertices' is dual to 'doubly transitive on faces', so the two 
ideas present equivalent problems. Let doubly regular mean, for a polyhedral 
2-manifold, having automorphisms doubly transitive on faces. The duals will be 
called doubly vertex-regular, nd the subclass treated here will be called 'principal 
doubly regular'. 
The group $4 of proper motions of a cube or octahedron acts faithfully on the 
projective trihedron and tetrahedron which they doubly cover, and doubly tran- 
sitively on both faces and vertices. So both these complexes are doubly regular. But 
the trihedron, Lewis Carroll's 'purse of Fortunatus', has a rather startling feature 
which is an obstruction to simple techniques. Its three square faces are joined, each 
two along two opposite dges. The obstruction to relying on the group to describe 
the complex is just that some automorphisms fix every face (but not every vertex). 
Rather, that is its obvious effect. I must do more than exclude that, in order to 
classify the non-excluded polyhedra: I assume ach edge is the only common edge 
of two faces. This leaves us the two tetrahedra, spherical and projective, and the 
projective hexahedron with pentagonal faces. 
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There are two dual examples that are even simpler: the spherical trihedron with 
three 2-sided faces (lunes), and a sphere divided into two faces by a triangular 
equator. There is no difficulty in classifying the doubly regular polyhedra with 
2-sided faces (two, in 2-manifolds: with three faces and with two faces), but it seems 
reasonable to ask that faces be, combinatorially, convex polygons. 
Then a principal doubly regular (PDR) 2-complex is a 2-complex whose faces are 
abstractly convex polygons, whose geometric realization is a closed 2-manifold, 
whose automorphisms are doubly transitive on faces, and no two of whose faces 
have two common edges. 
An infinite family of PDR 2ocomplexes was constructed (not classified) by N. 
Biggs in 1971 [ 1 ]. Biggs used doubly vertex-regular polyhedra, and did not complete 
the construction of a (manifold) polyhedral surface. In fact it cannot be completed 
for v = 2 or 3. At least Biggs gave the construction, which yields orientable PDR 
2-complexes with f faces for every prime power f>_4. We find that for f=ff>5 
there are ¢~(f- 1)/2t of these complexes; and these (and the one with f= 4) are all 
the orientable PDR 2-complexes. 
The projective tetrahedron begins another sequence, of non-orientable PDR 
2-complexes w i th f  faces fo r f=p t, t>_2; the same number of them aso f  the orien- 
table ones (when t_>2). These and the two known examples with f= 6 are all the 
nonorientable PDR 2-complexes. The projective hexahedron was mentioned above. 
The other hexahedron is described in Coxeter and Moser [2]; it has 6 faces, 15 edges, 
and 6 vertices, thus Euler characteristic -3 .  The next few Euler characteristics are 
-6 ,  -15, -44,  -207; the polyhedra have f=pt faces, fC2 edges, fC2/P vertices. 
The completeness proof is utterly dependent on the determination of all possible 
automorphism groups, which is not my theorem. I was scratching for it with 
primitive tools, and had found that the number of faces of any counterexample 
must have the form 8a + 6, when Peter Neumann and Don Taylor produced proofs. 
Neumann's proof is given here; it relies more heavily on the literature, and so doing, 
it is shorter. 
I amindebted to R. Brown and to H.S.M. Coxeter for help with the literature, 
and very much indebted to P.M. Neumann and to D.E. Taylor for determining the 
groups. 
1. Constructions 
From the definition (above), a PDR 2-complex must have a face, which has at 
least three edges, which are on three more faces; so tetrahedra re the simplest 
possibilities. A vertex cannot have order 2; that would give two faces having at least 
two common edges. An automorphism tt taking every face to itself also fixes each 
edge, because of the two faces on it. Then a cannot take a vertex o to a different 
vertex w; that would imply that every edge on o is on w, and a face having such an 
edge in its boundary would have only two edges. We have: 
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1.1. The automorphisms of a PDR 2-complex are determined by their effect on 
faces. 
Constructions below will take us outside the class of manifolds and, sometimes, 
back in. Let a convenient 2-complex mean a finite partially ordered set satisfying 
the following conditions. First, minimal elements are called vertices, maximal 
elements are called faces, other elements are called edges; and comparable lements 
are called incident or 'on'. There exist edges; each edge is on exactly two vertices 
and two faces, but on no other edge; each non-edge is on at least three edges; bet- 
ween any incident face and vertex there are exactly two edges, and those two edges 
are not both on another face or both on another vertex. An orientation of a conve- 
nient complex is a specification of direction for all the edges on each face F such 
that each vertex occurs equally often at the beginning and at the end of edges on 
F and each edge is directed oppositely by the two faces on it. 
Evidently the dual (order-reversal) of a convenient 2-complex is convenient. Also 
1.2. PDR 2-complexes are convenient. 
Proof. We noted already that a (convex) face must have three edges and a vertex 
must be on three edges. The remaining conditions are obvious. 
A first aim is to establish 
1.3. (Biggs) For each finite field K with q >_ 4 elements there exist orientable PDR 
2-complexes with q faces, qC2 edges, and q or 2q vertices, 2q precisely when - 1 is 
non-square in K. 
Let g be any element of K different from 0, 1, and - 1. We construct an oriented 
convenient complex A(K, g) whose 1-skeleton is a complete graph on the set K of 
vertices. The faces tra also are indexed by the elements a of K. The boundary of tra 
is the collection of q -  1 edges joining a + x to a + gx for all x ~ 0 in K (so every vertex 
but a is on tra). We orient by taking the edges in that order, [a + x, a + gx]. 
Each edge [b, c] is incident with just two tra; in fact, in the order from b to c it 
is in the boundary of tra exactly for a = (gb -c ) / (g -  1), and similarly in the other 
order, for a= (gc -b ) / (g -1 )  (which is different). 
Each vertex is on three or more edges because q>_4; so is a face, because q_>4 
and g g: + 1, and between an incident face tr~ and vertex a + x there are two dif- 
ferent edges, whose other vertices and whose other faces are different; indeed, no 
two vertices (or faces) have two common edges. Also, we have an orientation. 
A(K, g) evidently admits the action of the affine group on vertices; indeed, taking 
each vertex x to rx+s takes tra to ara+s. For A(K, g) to be actually PDR it is clearly 
necessary that g be a generator of K* - that is the condition for the boundary of 
oa to be connected. Then those boundaries are simple polygons. But what is the 
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topology at a vertex c? In the boundary of aa, a g: c, c is followed by a + g(c-a), 
which in turn precedes c in the boundary of ab where c -b  =g(a + g(c-a)-b) ,  
which is equivalent to b-c= -g(a-c) .  So the succession is o¢+ 1, ac-g, at+g:, .... 
A(K, g) is a manifold if and only if both g and - g are generators. 
If - 1 is a square, either - 1 -- + 1 and -g - -g ,  or gi= _+ 1 implies i is even and 
(_g)i=gi; in either case, for every generator g, -g  is a generator and A(K, g) is 
a manifold. 
In all A(K, g), two faces au, ao have only the common edge [b, c] given by 
b = (gu + o)/(g+ 1), c= (go + u)/(g+ 1) (because they have that one and there are on- 
ly qE_q occurrences of an edge on a face). Finally, if - 1 is not square and g is a 
generator, -g  has order (q -1 ) /2 .  The faces around a vertex form two cycles. 
Replacing each vertex a by two vertices belonging respectively to the two cycles 
around a, we get a manifold B(K, g). B(K, g) is still coherently oriented, and the 
automorphisms lift. 1.3 is proved. 
We shall have no use for most of the A(K, g) where g is not a generator. But note 
1.4. A(K, g) is dually isomorphic to A(K, -g).  
Proof. Let ao and c in A(K, g) correspond to a and ac in A(K, -g) .  The edge [b, c] 
in A(K,g) must go to the common edge of ao and ao which has vertices 
( -gb+c) / ( -g+l )  and ( -gc+b) / ( -g+l ) .  The faces incident with [b,c] in 
A(K, g) do correspond to those vertices, so all incidences are preserved. 
Let B(K, g) denote A(K, g) when that is already a manifold. 
1.5. I f  g is a generator, then the group of automorphisms orB(K, g) and of A(K, g) 
is the affine group except over the four-element field where it is $4. 
Proof. First, consider A(K, g). There is at least the affine group, as we noted above. 
So if there is another automorphism then there is one, $, that fixes 0 and 1. In the 
one or two cycles of faces around 0, the successive edges run (as is easily calculated; 
in 1.3 we did it for faces) [0, 1], [0, -g ] ,  [0, g2], ..., [0, -g -1 ]  and again [0, 1], plus 
(if - 1 is non-square) the same description with signs changed. The cycle containing 
[0, 1] goes to itself with [0, 1] fixed. If [0, -g ]  is also fixed, this makes two con- 
secutive dges in the boundary of eg where a=g(g-1) -1 . Then the whole boun- 
dary is pointwise fixed, and $ is the identity, contrary to hypothesis. Therefore 
[0, -g ]  really goes to [0, _g - l ] ,  and so on around the cycle. We have $(x)=x -1 
for at least half of the non-zero vertices. If it is not all of them, observe that it is 
every other vertex in the boundary of a0. Since $(0) = 0, a0 goes to itself; and if we 
do not yet have $(x )=x -1 then q>_7, and e0 has at least 6 vertices. Therefore 
$ (x )=x -1 for all non-zero x. 
But now consider the two faces on [0, 1]: a a has successive vertices 
1,0, -g, -g-g2, . . . , l+g-1,  and the other has 0 ,1 ,1+g, . . . , -g - I  From 
$(1)=1, $(0)=0, $ (_g)=_g- i  we get $ ( l+g- l )=  l+g.  But then 
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(1 +g)(1 +g- l )=  1, so g2+g+ 1 =0. The multiplicative group generated by g is Z3, 
and q = 4. 
As we remarked already, every automorphism of A(K, g) lifts to B(K, g) (which 
has the same faces). It remains to show that each automorphism of B(K, g), con- 
sidered as a permutation of faces, gives an automorphism of A(K, g). That is, the 
pairs of vertices in B(K, g) that correspond to single vertices in A(K, g) are not ar- 
bitrary but are respected by all automorphisms. Now we know at least half of the 
group of B(K, g), for elements of the subgroup fixing two faces are determined by 
their action on the set of vertices of the common edge. So if o, w in B(K, g) are not 
identified in A(K, g), there are at most 2 automorphisms that fix both o and w; if 
they are so identified, there are q -1  such automorphisms. 
The proof of 1.5 shows also that if B(K, g) is isomorphic with B(k, h) then A(K, g) 
is isomorphic with A(K, h). The converse is trivial. 
1.6. A(K, g) is isomorphic with A(K, h) if and only if g is conjugate to h or h -1 
So the same is true for B's, when they are defined. 
Proof. The crux is the following curious remark. Suppose that a bijection between 
two rings takes 0 to 0 and preserves multiplication and the quaternary relation 
x+y=z+ w among non-zero elements; then it is an isomorphism. For, of course, 
x+y=z if and only if for all nonzero w, x+y~z+ w; and x+y =0 iff x+y=gz for 
all non-zero z. 
To apply the remark: using automorphisms, we need only consider an isomor- 
phism A (K, g) ~ A (K, h) preserving the vertices 0 and 1; and passing to A (K, h -  l ) if 
necessary, we may suppose orientation is preserved. Then tr a, where a is g(g-  1) -1, 
goes to tr a, a=h(h-  1) -1, and -g  to -h ,  (_g)i tO ( -h)  i. That covers at least every 
other vertex of tr0; as before, the rest must agree, g' going to h', so we have a 
multiplicative isomorphism. Also trg,, the only face not having gi in its boundary, 
goes to trh,. Then the relation (c-a)(b-a)- l=dq:O is preserved, as for d=g i
respectively h i it means c is i steps past b in the oriented boundary of tra. Calcula- 
tion shows that this gives preservation of x+y=z+ w, and isomorphism. 
Convenient complexes have, besides duality, Petrie polygons, defined as cycles of 
edges in which every two consecutive edges are on a common vertex and a common 
face, but no three consecutive dges are on a common vertex or a common face. 
1.7. Each edge of a convenient 2-complex occurs exactly twice in Petrie polygons, 
possibly the same polygon. 
Proof: In any Petrie polygon containing the edge E on vertices a, b and faces a, fl, 
E is followed by (i.e. shares the vertex b with) either the other edge on b and ct or 
the other edge on b and ft. Having two consecutive edges E, F, say on b and a, the 
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continuation is unique; specifically, if c is the other vertex and y the other face on 
F, the next edge G in the Petrie polygon is the other edge on c and y. By conve. 
nience, F is not on c or y, and G is not on a or fl, so (E, F, G) satisfies the Petrie 
condition as far as it goes. Then (F, G) also has a unique continuation, and so on. 
With the other continuation on b and fl, we have the two possibilities. Examples 
where they give the same Petrie polygon occur in a 4 by 2 array of squares made 
into a Klein bottle by identifying the long sides reversed and the sort sides un- 
reversed. 
1.8. The Petrie polygons of A (K, g) are the boundaries of the faces of a 2-complex 
whose geometric realization is a manifold and whose 1-skeleton is the complete 
graph on K if and only if -g  is a generator and g is not in the prime field. Then 
the dual complex C(K, g) is PDR. The manifold is nonorientable. I f q is a power 
of the prime p, C(K,g) has q faces, qC2 edges, and qC2/p vertices. 
Proof. Consider three consecutive dges of a Petrie polygon P of A (K, g), [a, b], 
[b, c], [c, d]; [a, b] is on one of the faces on [b, c], say tr m, and [c, d] is on the other. 
Since A(K,g) and A(K,g -1) are isomorphic, we may assume b-m=g(a-m)  and 
c -m=g(b-m) .  Then c -b=g(b-a ) .  But on the other face trn, c -n=g- l (b -n ) ,  
and d-c=g- l (c -b )=b-a .  So the vertices of P run a, a+s, a+(g+l)s, 
a + (g + 2)s, .... After 2p steps, where p is the characteristic, the polygon closes. If 
g is not in the prime field, all 2p vertices a÷ (ig+j)s are different; but if g is in the 
prime field, a recurs after 2i + 1 steps where i(g + 1)= -1,  and P does not close there 
(because the next step is gs, not s). Thus Petrie polygons are simple if and only if 
g is not in the prime field. 
When the Petrie polygons are simple, they make the same angles (Ix, a], [a, y]) at 
a vertex a as the boundaries of faces. Thus the 2-complex C*(K,g) with the same 
1-skeleton as A (K, g) and its Petrie polygons for face boundaries i a manifold if and 
only if -g  is a generator. Then automorphisms of A(K, g) induce automorphisms 
of C*(K, g); so the dual complex C(K, g) is PDR. Also, since the automorphisms of 
A(K,g) are transitive on edges, all its Petrie polygons are alike and (by 1.7) the 
number of them is qC2/P. 
If p is odd, qC2 and qCE/P have the same parity; so as q is odd, C(K, g) has odd 
Euler characteristic and cannot be orientable. For p = 2, an equation 1 + g = gr will 
give nonorientability. Such an equation holds since g = -g,  a generator. It is simpler 
to calculate in C*(K,g), which is homeomorphic with C(K,g). (Either can be con- 
structed from the other by putting vertices at face centers and joining them across 
common edges.) If there is a coherent orientation, one of them is determined by 
orienting the (Petrie) quadrilateral (1,0,g,g÷ 1) taking the vertices in that order. 
Wheeling around 0, we see that (g',O, gi+l, gi+g i+l) is oriented in that order. 
Around gr, then, it is (gr+gi, grgr+gi- l ,  gr+gi+gi-l), since it is that for i=r. 
But for i= 1 this gives (1, gr  g, 0), a contradiction. 
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1.9. For K non-prime and -g  a generator, C(K, g) has the same automorphism 
group, as permutation group on K, as B(K, -g). C(K, g) is isomorphic with C(K, h) 
if and only if g is conjugate to h or h -l. 
proof. We noted that automorphisms of A (K, g) induce automorphisms of C*(K, g), 
or equivalently of C(K,g). The Petrie polygons of C*(K, g) are locally the same as 
the face boundaries of A (K, g). If g is a generator they are the same globally, but 
if not, since -g  generates, the face boundaries have two components and this con- 
struction gives the components. But those are the face boundaries of the dual of 
B(K,-g); so automorphisms of C(K, g) induce automorphisms of B(K,-g)). We 
saw earlier that automorphisms of B(K,-g) induce automorphisms of A (K,-g),  
hence of the dual A(K, g). Similar reasoning proves the second statement. 
1.6 and 1.9 determine the numbers of these polyhedra (assuming q -  1 completely 
factored). For in a finite field of pt>4 elements, a generator g is not conjugate to 
-~ (The conjugates of g form its orbit under x~,x p, which does not include the g • 
p~-2nd power g- l . )  So there are  ~)(pt_ l)/2t different orientable B(K,g)'s, and if 
t> 1 the same number of nonorientable C(K, g)'s. The first field giving two different 
B's is Z~; the surfaces are spheres with 12 handles. The first one giving two dif- 
ferent C's is Zs[x/2]. The 27-element field also gives two, topologically simpler but 
combinatorially arger. 
These numbers, ¢~(q-1)/2t or twice that, increase faster than q/2 In 2 q, since 
there are very approximately (to use the expression correctly for once) q/In q primes 
less than q, only o(ln q) of which divide q -  1, t is at most In q/In 2, and if t>  1 there 
are twice as many of these PDR complexes. 
2. Completeness 
In a PDR 2-complex C with f faces, an automorphism ¢~ fixing two faces tt, p fixes 
their common edge e. If it also fixes a vertex of e, then it fixes the other vertex of 
e, and the simple closed polygon around a maps to itself with two adjacent vertices 
fixed, so all its vertices and edges are fixed. Then every face y is fixed, since ~(7) 
must have the same common edge with ot as ~, does. By 1.1, ~ is the identity. 
Thus the subgroup of Aut C stabilizing two faces has at most one non-identity 
element (which reverses their common edge). So Aut C has either (a ) f ( f -  1) or (b) 
2f ( f -1)  elements. Now the doubly transitive groups in case (a) are completely 
known (Zassenhaus [51; in English in [31). In case (b), apart from two exceptions 
for f=  6 and f= 28, there must be a normal subgroup acting regularly on the faces 
(Ito [41). 
Also, an automorphism of C stabilizing one face a maps the boundary of a to 
itself, and as above, if it is the identity on the boundary of a then it is the identity. 
So the stabilizer of a is a subgroup of the dihedral group on the boundary of a. 
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Since Aut C is doubly transitive, it is transitive on edges and the stabilizer is tran- 
sitive on the edges of a. Now the group Dn of automorphisms of an n-sided 
polygon has at most three subgroups transitive on edges: (b) Dn itself (of order 2n, 
putting us in case (b) above), (a) Zn, and (a*) if n = 2m, the group Dm of rotations 
which are squares and reflections fixing two vertices. But (a*) would put us in the 
sharply doubly transitive case (a) above, where Zassenhaus' classification shows 
that the stabilizer of an element cannot be dihedral. So (a*) does not occur. Hence: 
2.1. The automorphisms of a PDR 2-complex are transitive on vertices (and edges). 
Proof. The orbit of a vertex includes vertices on every face a since automorphisms 
are transitive on faces, and then every vertex on a since (in case (a) or (b)) the 
stabilizer of a is transitive on vertices of a. 
From this point we have a choice of using Peter Neumann's argument, depending 
on Ito [4], or using Don Taylor's argument, which is more elementary but (since 
[4] is available to cite) longer. 
2.2. (Neumann-Taylor) The number o f  faces of  a PDR 2-complex is 6 or a prime 
power q>4, and the automorphism group acting on faces is A 5 (acting doubly 
transitively on cosets of  a subgroup Ds) or $4 or the affine group over a field of 
q >_ 5 elements. 
Proof. (Neumann) If (i) the automorphism group Aut C has a normal subgroup N 
acting regularly on the set F of faces, then choosing a face O induces a bijection 
from N to F and an isomorphism from the stabilizer S of O onto a group of auto- 
morphisms of N transitive on nonzero elements. Hence N is elementary abelian and 
f is a prime power pt. But we also know S is Zf_ l or Dr_ 1 (acting on F -  {O}, a 
set of faces whose common edges with O make a simple polygon). In the former 
subcase Aut C is sharply doubly transitive with Aut C/Ncyclic, so [5] it is the affine 
group. In the latter case S contains Zf_ ~ and Aut C = NS contains NZf_  1 which is 
affine (acting naturally on F-N ,  the additive group of the field). 
The normalizer of the affine group AGL(1, f )  in the symmetric group on N is the 
group of semi-linear maps x ~ axG+ b, a ¢ N*, b e N, a a field automorphism. So 
if AGL(1,f)  has index 2 in Aut C, there is a a of order 2, which means the field 
is a quadratic extension of a subfield, f=  r 2, and a is the r-th power map. Then the 
stabilizer of an element is presented by a, a, a f -  ~ = a 2 = 1, aaa = a r. For this to be 
dihedral r must be 2, f=  4; and NS is $4. 
If (i) is false, Ito's theorem says [4] Aut C is A5 acting as indicated or a known 
action of the automorphism group PrL(2, 8) of PSL(2, 8), of degree 28. In the latter 
case, point stabilizers have nonabelian subgroups of order 27 and are thus not 
dihedral. 
Finally, if a doubly regular 2-complex has only 4 faces, it has 6 edges, and there 
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are 3 vertices of order 4 or 4 vertices of order 3. It is easy to see that there are only 
the two known examples, and both admit $4, not just A 4. 
That there are only two PDR 2-complexes with 4 faces will follow, of course, 
from the next theorem. The proof depends on 2.2 but not on the detail about $4. 
We shall use 2.1 too, and (for the case of 4 faces) a slight extension of it: for a PDR 
2-complex, any subgroup of the automorphism group doubly transitive on faces is 
transitive on vertices. The same proof proves this. 
2.3. Theorem. Every PDR 2-complex is isomorphic with (a) some B(K,g), K a finite 
field of  4 or more elements and g a multiplicative generator, or (b) some C(K, g), 
K a non-prime finite field and -g  a multiplicative generator, or (c) one of the two 
known examples [2] with 6 faces. 
Proof. From 2.2, the number of faces is 6 or a prime power q> 3. Take the case 
q ~ 6. By 2.2, the automorphism group (as permutation group on the set F of faces) 
contains G = AGL(1, q), and there is a G-set isomorphism from Fto  the field K with 
the usual action of G. To harmonize with the notation of Section 1, pass to the 
doubly vertex-regular dual complex D (still a manifold). Now the set of vertices of 
D is, we may assume, the field K, the 1-skeleton is the complete graph on K and 
the group contains G. 
Let tr and r be the two faces on [0, 1]; let the vertices in the boundary of a in cyclic 
order be (1,0,i,...), and in the boundary of r, (1,O,j,...). As will soon appear, 
neither i nor j  can be - 1. What we can assert now is that not both are - 1; by change 
of notation if necessary, i :g-1.  Then consider the automorphism x taking each 
vertex x to i-Ix. Since it takes i to 1 and 0 to 0, it takes tr on [0, i] to tr or r on 
[0, 1]. But x (a )= tr would mean that [0, x(1)] is the only available dge on 0 in the 
boundary of a, namely [0, i]; so i = i -1, impossible since i~  _+ 1. Therefore x(tr) = r. 
With that, x (1 )= j= i - l ;  and the cycle of vertices around 0 is (i, 1, i -~, i -2, ..., i2). 
Since D is a manifold, this is all the vertices joined to 0 by edges, i.e., all the non- 
zero vertices; i is a multiplicative generator. Conjugating x by translation, we see 
that the cycle of vertices around any vertex a is (..., a +x, a + ix, ...) (but the list can 
be reversed; we have no global orientation). In particular, after i, 0, 1, in the boun- 
dary of tr, which is to say next to 0 = 1 - 1 in the cycle around 1, comes either (a) 
1-i-I or(b) 1-i. 
Case (a) is the case that the automorphism #'x,-- ,- i - Ix+ 1 takes tr to itself, for 
Q(i)=0, ~o(0)= 1, Q(1)= 1 - i  -l. So the cycle of vertices in the boundary of tr has 
the form (..., b, b + c, b + c -  i-  lc,...). By 2.1 every face can be taken to tr by an 
automorphism; aswe noted, the required a.utomorphism ay be chosen in G, so the 
boundary of every face has the indicated form. If - i  is a multiplicative generator 
too, then the faces are (q-1)-sided (calculation: ( . . . ,b ,b+c,b+c- i - lc , . . . )  is 
( . . . ,d+e,d- i - le ,  d+i-2e, ...) with d=b+ic( i+ 1) -1, e=-ic( i+ 1) - l)  and we have 
D=A(K,- i ) ;  the original PDR complex is A(K,i). If - i  is not a generator, faces 
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have (q -  1)/2 sides. Since each edge is on two faces, there are 2q faces and we have 
them explicitly; D is the dual of B(K, i). So case (a) is proved. 
But (a)and (b) are the only possibilities, and reexamination shows that if (a) arises 
once it holds throughout. That is, let three vertices r+s,r ,  r+ is consecutive in the 
boundary of a face 0 be followed by r+ i s -  i2s. (If R + S, R, R + i - IS  are followed 
by R+i - I s - i -2S ,  it is the same thing, by r=R+i - lS ,  s=- i -2S . )  Then 7t:x~ 
- ix + (i + 1)r + is takes r + s, r, r + is to r, r + is, r + is - i25 respectively, so it rotates 
the whole boundary of 0, in which the differences of successive vertices are 
--S, is, --iEs, i3s, . . . .  As before, every face can be taken to 0 by an automorphism in 
G, all boundaries have that form, and we are in the previously settled case (a). 
Thus if (b) once occurs, then every face boundary has the form (..., r + s, r, r ÷ is, 
r+ i s - s ,  ...). (More fully: successive t, u, o in a face boundary must, we have seen, 
satisfy o-u=i ( t -u )  or o-u=i - l ( t -u ) ;  and we now know the next vertex is 
o + i-  l (u - u) or u + i(o - u), respectively.) But these are exactly the Petrie polygons 
of A(K ,  - i ) ,  i.e., the face boundaries of C(K, - i ) .  So case (b) is proved. 
The case q = 6 is left to the reader. (Use the fact that the action of A5 on ordered 
triples of distinct elements, 'angles', is half transitive, i.e., has only two orbits.) 
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